INTRODUCTION
The Department of the Interior is dedicated to the goal of managing our most serious and costly fire emergencies with our best qualified fire experts. The Departmental Fire Management Team concept is a positive effort to accomplish this goal. Since its beginning in 1971 it has proven to be a system which is available to all agencies and which has substantially improved our fire suppression program and reduced the costs.
WHAT ARE THE DEPARTMENTAL FIRE MANAGEMENT TEAMS?
They are the Department of the Interior's Finest! They are teams composed of an interagency mix of the best qualified fire suppression personnel from Interior agencies having fire suppression responsibilities. These agencies are the Bureau of Land Management, Bureau of Indian Affairs, National Park Service, and Fish & Wildlife Service. Team members from agencies outside the Department of the Interior are assigned to the teams when such membership meets program needs.

HOW ARE THE TEAMS ORGANIZED?
The Department of the Interior has four Departmental Fire Management Teams. All four teams can function as Class I Project Fire Teams (Project Teams). These teams are composed of a Fire Boss, Line Boss, Night Line Boss, Plans Chief, Service Chief, Finance Chief, and Safety Chief. In addition, three of the Departmental Fire Management Teams have the qualifications to perform as General Headquarters (GHQ) Teams. The GHQ Teams include a Fire Manager, Plans Coordinator, and Service Coordinator. Other support groups and specialists are assigned to both kinds of teams, depending upon the specific needs of the assignment.

HOW ARE THE TEAMS USED?
GHQ Teams are assigned to manage unusual, complex, or disaster type fires. Typical GHQ Team assignments could be extremely large fires divided into zones, or a complex of large fires in one general area. A fire situation of GHQ complexity often involves several federal, state and private land ownerships and protection jurisdictions.

GHQ Teams direct and coordinate fire suppression efforts. When people, supplies, and equipment are scarce, a GHQ Team determines priorities between zones or fires in its assigned area. Several Project Teams may be supervised by a GHQ Team.

Class I Project Fire Teams are primarily concerned with direct management of the suppression action. They are generally assigned to large or complex fires where the need for qualified overhead has exceeded the local organization's capabilities. The Project Teams are able to apply many years of experience and training to unusual situations. Their use by local agencies releases initial attack forces to return to their normal protective duties.

The existence of the Project Teams and GHQ Teams enables the Department of the Interior to assign its best qualified people to the most demanding situations.

TO WHOM ARE THE TEAMS RESPONSIBLE?
Management of the Departmental Teams is coordinated by the Departmental Team Coordinator, Boise Interagency Fire Center (BIFC) at Boise, Idaho, until they reach the site of their fire assignment. During the fire assignment a team answers to the local Line Official in charge of the lands involved. Once the team is released from an assignment it is again responsible to the Team Coordinator.

HOW ARE TEAM MEMBERS SELECTED?
All participating agencies annually submit the names of qualified personnel who will be available for fire assignments. All team members are Class I qualified under the National Interagency Fire Qualification System. The Department of the Interior's Fire Coordination Committee (IFCC) selects the individuals who will make up the teams from recommendations prepared by the Team Coordinator. The IFCC attempts to create a mix of agency representation on each team.

WHAT DO TEAMS DO?
The requesting official meets with the team immediately upon its arrival and gives a comprehensive briefing of the fire situation, including resource values, tactical restrictions, ecological and political concerns and any other items which might influence strategic and/or tactical decisions. During this briefing an explanation of the authority delegated to the team by the local Line Official is emphasized.

A knowledgeable representative of the Line Official is assigned to the team as a Resource Advisor and Liaison Officer to maintain and ensure constant communications between the team and the Line Official. Nevertheless, the team needs direct contact with the Line Official, who periodically visits the headquarters of the team during the course of its assignment. It is necessary that he satisfy himself that the team is performing suppression actions according to his directions and ensure that local political problems do not detract from the team's fire suppression mission.

At the conclusion of the team's assignment, the Line Official conducts a critique to be assured that all required suppression actions and obligations have been met. At that time he receives all fire records in a final fire package, and presents the team members with his verbal evaluation of their performance. Written performance evaluations and the critique reports are sent to the Team Coordinator within 30 days.
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